The Mission
Providing the best care to every patient every day through integrated clinical practice, education and research.

Facing Alzheimer’s Together
Mayo Clinic is at the forefront of clinical practice and research in Alzheimer’s disease, offering a multi-disciplinary approach that involves a comprehensive evaluation of the patient's disease and associated symptoms. Patients are treated by Mayo Clinic physicians with extensive experience in the diagnosis and treatment of Alzheimer’s disease, including neurologists, neuropsychologists, neuroradiologists, psychiatrists, sleep medicine and physical medicine specialists.

Treatment programs are tailored to each individual patient and take into account the patient’s and family’s needs while providing state-of-the-art care and access to new developments and appropriate clinical trials.

As part of the Arizona Alzheimer’s Consortium, Mayo Clinic provides:
- Leadership in clinical neurology and patient care
- Expertise in cognitive assessment of patients
- Opportunities for patient and community participation in clinical and basic research

About Mayo Clinic
Mayo Clinic is the first and largest integrated, not-for-profit group practice in the world. Mayo Clinic’s system is built on working together: encouraging doctors to freely consult with each other about patients. Patients do not get just one opinion at Mayo: they get multiple opinions. The principle at Mayo is two heads are better than one and five are even better.

Part of Mayo Clinic’s mission is to continually look for new and better ways of doing things. Mayo patients are frequently among the first to benefit from new ideas pioneered by Mayo doctors and researchers. The emphasis on learning is what makes Mayo one of the leading centers for educating other doctors.

In Arizona, Mayo Clinic serves more than 100,000 patients each year with an integrated, team-based approach. The clinical practice is focused on adult specialty and surgical care in more than 65 medical and surgical disciplines, and is supported by outstanding programs in medical education and research.

Mayo Clinic Hospital is located at 56th Street and Mayo Boulevard (north of Bell Road) in northeast Phoenix, and provides inpatient care to support the medical and surgical specialties of the clinic, which is located at 134th Street and Shea Boulevard in Scottsdale.

General Information: (480) 301-8000
Central Appointment Office: 1-800-446-2279
www.mayoclinic.org/scottsdale